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Welcome To Our City

Our goal at Silver Dollar City is to
Create Memories Worth Repeating® for every member of the
family. This brochure is designed to assist you in planning
your visit to our park.
Park maps are available at the turnstile entrance and
include a picture layout of the park, show schedule
and park service information.
To maintain our park’s friendly atmosphere, we ask that
all guests be courteous to other visitors and our hosts.
Please abide by all safety information posted throughout
the park and instructions provided by our hosts.
Thank you and enjoy your visit!

ACCESSIBLE PARKING
Parking for guests with disabilities including van accessible
spaces are available. All vehicles using a marked disabled
parking space must have a government-issued license plate or
displayed disabled parking tag.
Follow the signage and instruction of the parking lot hosts.
Accessible parking is utilized on a first-come, first-served
basis. When accessible parking is full, guests will be directed
to park in other guest parking lots. Motorized conveyances
will be provided to and from these lots as needed. If you are
unable to board the conveyance, please alert a parking lot host
for assistance. A guest drop-off area is available for vehicles
directed to park in other guest parking lots.

TRANSPORTATION TO THE FRONT GATE
Conveyance stops are located in most parking lots or within
walking distance at Silver Dollar City. Service animals are
allowed on conveyances provided they meet the guidelines in
this brochure.

TICKETS
Tickets may be purchased ahead of time by visiting
silverdollarcity.com or by calling 800.831.4FUN (386). Tickets
are also available at the park’s Front Gate.
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Guest Services and Park Amenities
GUEST SERVICES

Guests Relations is located at the entrance of the park. The hosts
can provide a variety of services and additional information on
amenities available at the park.

WHEELCHAIR AND ECV RENTAL

Wheelchairs and Electric Convenience Vehicles (ECVs) are available
for rent on a first-come, first-serve basis. Manual wheelchairs are
available, upon request, at the guest drop off area. Please ask a
parking host for assistance. The rental booth is located inside the
park just past the turnstiles. Guests between 16 and 18 years of age
must have a parent/legal guardian at least 21 years of age sign the
rental agreement. A limited number of reservations are taken by
calling 800.475.9370. Reservations must be made at least 24 hours
in advance of your visit. A nominal convenience fee will be added
to all advanced reservations.
Silver Dollar City reserves the right to refuse entry of any ECV
deemed unsafe for operation on park grounds due to size,
mechanical condition or functionality. Guest owned ECVs must
have at least three wheels, measure no wider than 30 inches,
be battery powered and must be operated by a single operator
in a seated position. Please contact Guest Relations for more
information.
All guests using ECVs must adhere to park rules, manufacturer’s
guidelines and instructions given during the rental transaction.
These rules include:
• Please remain seated at all times
• Only a single passenger on each ECV or wheelchair
• Drive slowly and cautiously in crowded areas
• Operate no faster than walking speed
• Do not drive over curbs or on steps
• Do not make sharp turns at high speeds or while on hills
or ramps
Due to the terrain of the park, guests using these devices shall
follow the designated pathways outlined in the park map and
instructions given at the time of rental. Leaving the designated
pathways may cause the ECV/Wheelchair to become unstable.
Please observe the following:
• No ECV/Wheelchair usage on Hill Street between Fried Fancies
and Wagon Works
• No ECV/Wheelchair usage in Midtown between
Mary’s Springhouse and Grandfather’s Mansion
• No ECV/Wheelchair usage on woodchip paths near
McHaffie’s Homestead and throughout the park.
Note: Due to the slight grade and uneven terrain, guests should
operate with caution along paths in Midtown, the Corkscrew
pathway, behind Buckshots and the path from Mountain Leather to
the American Plunge.
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FIRST AID

The First Aid Office is located behind Brown’s Candy at Silver Dollar
City. The office is staffed with state licensed EMTs and Paramedics.
If you have an emergency, please contact any park host and he/she
will notify First Aid to respond to you.
Guests bringing medications that must remain cool and/or extra
oxygen bottles may leave these items at First Aid. Please clearly
label medications and other personal belongings with your name,
address, and phone number. An ID may be required to retrieve the
items.

SERVICE ANIMALS

Trained service animals, as currently defined under the Americans
With Disability Act (ADA), are welcome at Silver Dollar City. All
service animals must remain on a leash or in a harness and be
under the owner’s control at all times. Owners are responsible
for disposing of animal waste. Service animals are not permitted
on most rides and must exit the loading area after the owner
has boarded on all attractions except: Frisco Silver Dollar Line,
Grandfather’s Mansion, Half Dollar Holler Carousel, Treetop Trail
Houses, Sand Play and the Swinging Bridge. Hosts may not take
responsibility for, or provide care to any service animal.

THEATERS

All indoor theatres have access entrances for guests with disabilities.
Please refer to the show schedule available in the park map for
show times. Seating is limited and is filled on a first-come,
first-served basis. At indoor venues, only one companion will
be permitted to accompany the guest with a disability. All other
members of the party will be asked to wait in the theatre queue line
and will be seated in available seating inside the theatre, provided
there are available seats. Due to state fire codes, wheelchairs, ECVs,
strollers and other such devices may not be parked in the aisles.
Guests who bring ECVs and manual wheelchairs into the theatre
will be asked to remain in their mobility device. ECVs with sun
shades are prohibited in all indoor theaters. Theatrical lighting is
used in our indoor venues which may include strobe and/or moving
lights. Non-toxic and hypoallergenic theatrical fog and/or haze
may also be used. Please also be advised that peanuts are served in
the Saloon and at Echo Hollow® concessions. All outdoor theaters
are accessible to guests with disabilities. All safety guidelines and
fire codes for indoor theaters also apply to outdoor venues. If you
have any questions or require assistance, please notify an usher or
technician.
Assisted Listening Devices are available for guests with hearing
disabilities. Please go to Guest Relations located at the park
entrance 2 hours prior to the show you would like to attend.

REQUESTS FOR INTERPRETATION

With a minimum of 14 days advance notice, Sign Language
interpretation can also be requested for special events and shows.
To request performance schedule confirmation or to request sign
language interpretation at a specific special event or show, please
call Customer Service at 800.888.7277 or email customerservice@
silverdollarcity.com. Guests will be contacted prior to their visit
to verify arrangements, and they will receive an appropriate
show schedule that lists the dates and times of the interpreted
performances.
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RESTAURANTS

Please ask any host if you need assistance at any time or have
special dietary needs. All menu items served have a detailed
ingredient list available on location. Allergen-free menu options also
available upon request. Call 48-72 hours in advance of your visit
to the park and we can personalize your allergen-free meals and
deliver to the restaurant of your choice (800.251.5576). Please note:
peanuts are served in concession stands and the Saloon.

GAMES

All games in the Grand Exposition are accessible to guests with
disabilities. All games require an additional fee and are not included
in your park admission.

SHOPS

Please ask a shop host if you need assitance at anytime in one of
our merchandise locations.

SPECIAL REQUESTS

Silver Dollar City is committed to providing a convenient and
comfortable experience to all of our guests. Every person with a
disability is different, and you are the best judge of the service you
require. If you have a special request, please contact us by email,
customerservice@silverdollarcity.com as early as possible. We will
try to accommodate to make your visit as enjoyable as possible.
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Guidelines Applicable to All Attractions
Each of our ride experiences is uniquely different. Ride admission
safety requirements are determined by the ride dynamics, the
restraint system used and recommendations made by the ride
manufacturer. Ride information and restrictions (such as height,
health, size and age) are posted at each ride location to assist you
in deciding whether or not to ride based on your knowledge of your
own ability or physical condition.
We encourage you to watch the attraction when possible prior to
choosing to ride. If in doubt, do not ride.
1. Riders must read and observe ALL ride postings and instructions
to include Rider Responsibilities for the State of Missouri.
2. All guests are required to meet minimum height and ride
requirements, regardless of ability. All ride requirements are
strictly enforced. The park reserves the right to refuse ride
boarding to anyone who is unable to meet the ride requirements.
3. All guests are required to be restrained on applicable attractions.
All restraint systems on the ride must be utilized and positioned
properly. Neither guests nor ride personnel shall force a restraint
system to secure it.
4. All guests must be able to exit the ride safely should a shutdown
occur. Guests who need additional assistance should be
accompanied by a companion.
5. Loose articles (including cell phones and cameras) must be
removed prior to riding. Waist packs (or fanny packs) must be
removed prior to riding Outlaw Run, PowderKeg, WildFire,
FireFall, Thunderation and The GIANT Barn Swing. Scarves or
foulards must be removed or properly secured prior to riding
Outlaw Run, Fire-In-The-Hole, The GIANT Barn Swing, all rides
in the Grand Exposition, all rides in Fireman’s Landing, High-Low
Silos, PowderKeg, Thunderation and WildFire. For safety reasons
and in consideration for guests waiting in line, items lost inside a
ride perimeter cannot be retrieved until park closing. We
recommend you leave loose articles with a non-rider or secure
them in a park locker. Articles taken on Lost River Of The Ozarks,
Tom & Huck’s RiverBlast and American Plunge will get very wet.
Due to vibration on most rides, guests should take necessary
precautions to protect hearing devices, eyeglasses and all loose
articles on rides at all times, as they may be damaged on rides.
6. Glass, food and drinks are not permitted on any ride except the
Frisco Silver Dollar Line. Shirt, shoes and pants/shorts are required
on all rides.

LARGE OR TALL GUESTS

Larger or taller guests (including guests who weigh more than
200 lbs., have a chest dimension of 52 inches or greater, or
a 40 inch waistline) may not be able to ride the following:
Outlaw Run, Electro Spin, Elephant March, The GIANT Barn
Swing, The Grand Exposition Coaster, High-Low Silos,
FireFall, Up The Ladder, Magnificent Wave Carousel, Regatta,
PowderKeg, Thunderation and WildFire. Guests 80 inches or
taller are prohibited from riding the High-Low Silos.
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CASTS OR RESTRICTIVE DEVICES

Guests wearing casts or other restrictive devices may not be
able to ride if they prohibit proper securing of the restraint device(s)
or as directed by the manufacturer of the ride. Hard and soft casts
are not permitted on WildFire. Hard casts are not permitted on
Outlaw Run.

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS / AMPUTEES
All guests must possess sufficient body length to be restrained
by the restraint device(s), and sufficient body strength to brace
themselves and maintain a seated position throughout the ride.
Please ensure all artificial limbs are secure and will not become
detached during the ride experience. Guests with leg prosthetics
may not ride Outlaw Run. Guests with leg prosthetics above the
knee may not ride the following: The GIANT Barn Swing,
PowderKeg and Wildfire. Guests with leg prosthetics above both
knees may not ride the following: Fire-In-The-Hole, Grand Expo
Coaster, Happy Frogs, High-Low-Silos, Lucky’s Dizzy Dogs, Mighty
Galleon, Racing Regatta, Royal Tea Party and Thunderation. Please
disclose any amputations or artificial limbs to the ride attendant.

COMPANION INFORMATION FOR DISABLED
When a rider needs assistance due to a disability or other special
need, we ask that they be accompanied by a companion who meets
all necessary rider requirements. Only the companion necessary
to assist during the ride experience and immediate family (a total
of 6 guests including the rider needing assistance) may enter using
the access entrance. All others in the party must use the main ride
entrance. Companions are sugessted to ride prior to the guest
requiring assistance in order to make an informed decision on
whether or not to ride.

SUPERVISING COMPANION INFORMATION

• Each of our ride and attraction experiences are uniquely different.
Ride admission requirements are determined by the ride
dynamics, the ride restraints and manufacturer recommendations.
Ride requirements, such as height, weight and supervising
companion procedures apply to certain rides and attractions.
Specific requirements for each ride and/or attraction can be found
starting on page 9 of this book.
• A supervising companion, who is 16 or older, must ride with the
guest they are supervising and be positioned in such a way as to
permit them to monitor and communicate with the guest being
accompanied.
• On attractions with forward facing row seating, the supervising
companion must be to the side or one row behind the guest
they are supervising within the same ride vehicle. On attractions
where the supervising companion and guest being supervised
ride in a vehicle with seating that faces inward (for example),
the supervising companion may sit anywhere in the ride vehicle.
• The supervising companion may supervise more than one guest as
long as the above criteria are met.
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RIDE SHUTDOWNS
Rides may close at times for maintenance or periods of inclement
weather. In the event a ride needs to be evacuated (which could
result from a mechanical problem, weather conditions or power
interruption), a guest may need to maneuver across catwalks, from
the highest point of a ride, and up or down steep grades or steps.
Prior to riding, you and/or an Attractions Team Member should
determine if companion assistance would be required in the event
of an evacuation.

RE-RIDE POLICY

Due to the dynamic physical forces experienced while riding, all
guests will be asked to exit the following attractions after each ride:
High Thrill Attractions
The GIANT Barn Swing, PowderKeg, Thunderation, WildFire,
FireFall and Outlaw Run
Moderate Thrill Attractions
Electro Spin, The Grand Exposition Coaster, Racing Regatta,
Royal Tea Party, Magnificent Wave Carousel and
Fire-In-The-Hole
Mild Thrill Attractions
Fire Spotter
Guests who decide to ride again will be asked to use the main
entrance queue.
Guests utilizing the accessibility entrance will be asked to return
after a period of time equivalent to the current wait time in the main
queue line.

BOARDING POLICY FOR GUESTS WITH DISABILITIES
The following procedure will assist guests with disabilities and their
parties wishing to utilize the Disabled Access Boarding Program.
Accessible entrances are available at each ride. Ride operators
will inform you how to board each ride. Guests must leave their
wheelchairs to board certain rides. Our ride personnel do not have
the specialized training required to physically load or unload guests
who need assistance. Please plan to visit the park with someone
who can physically assist you when necessary.
1. For the following rides: American Plunge, The GIANT Barn Swing,
Lost River Of The Ozarks, PowderKeg, Thunderation, WildFire,
FirefFall and Outlaw Run, when possible the disabled rider should
utilize the access entrance and meet a ride attendant to request a
boarding time and for screening. If the disabled rider was not
present when the boarding time was issued, he/she must be
screened prior to riding.
2. To be fair to all guests waiting to ride, the ride attendant will
assign a boarding time based on the current estimated wait time
in the main queue and record that time on the ride admission
policy form found in the back of this guide. If requesting a
special seat (e.g. front or back seat on a coaster), please inform
the ride attendant when handing them this guide. Due to the
popularity of some seats, the wait time may be extended.
3. You are not required to wait at the access entrance, but should
return with your party (a maximum of 6 guests including the
disabled guest) at the assigned boarding time using the access
entrance.
If there is no wait time in the main queue, your party will be asked
to remain at the access entrance and will be allowed to board after
a brief wait.
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The guest with the disability must ride in order for the party to use
this program. ALL guests must meet the ride requirements in order
to ride the attraction.
If you require additional assistance, please contact any ride
attendant. It is our pleasure to attempt to provide additional
assistance if possible.

OFFICIAL MEASURING STATION
Guests may visit the measuring station, located in the Grand
Exposition, to be officially measured and receive a height wristband.
Parents will also receive helpful information on attractions their
child can ride with and without a companion.
Guests will be measured as they present themselves at the measuring
station, from the ground to the top of the head. Guests unable to stand
will be measured using a flexible measuring tape. All guests must
remove or change out of backless shoes prior to being measured.
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Description of Ride Symbols
ACCESS SYMBOLS
Identifies access entrances throughout the park. Also used in
Ride Descriptions section to indicate that guests can remain in
their wheelchair throughout the ride or attraction.
Indicates that guests who use wheelchairs must
transfer from their device to the ride vehicle to ride.
Indicates that guests must be able to negotiate stairs and/or step
into and out of the ride vehicle to participate.
Indicates that guests must transfer from their ECV to a
wheelchair in order to participate in the attraction.

Indicates that guests must meet minimum height requirements
to ride.
Indicates that guests must be able to enter/exit the ride
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT safely and have complete upper body control in order to
participate.

Must ride or participate with a supervising companion. A
supervising companion is defined as a responsible person 16
years or older who meets all other ride requirements.
Indicates that guests cannot be taller than the maximum height
posted in order to participate.

PARTICIPATION SYMBOLS
Not recommended
for guests with back
or neck trouble.

Not recommended for
guests who have had
recent injury or illness.

Not recommended for
pregnant women.

Not recommended
for guests who suffer
from dizziness.

Not recommended for
guests with heart trouble
or high blood pressure.

RIDE RATING SYMBOLS
Mild Thrill Attraction: Low speeds with expected movements and
anticipated thrills.
Moderate Thrill Attraction: Moderate speeds with unexpected
movements and unusual and stressful physical forces. This ride
may contain unanticipated thrills.
High Thrill Attraction: High speeds with extremely unusual and
stressful physical forces. This ride contains unexpected thrills
appropriate only for healthy and physically able riders.
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Fireman’s Landing
Fire Spotter
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests under 42 inches may ride with a supervising companion.
Guests with a body length of at least 42 inches may ride
unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests who may suffer from
a fear of heights, vertigo, motion sickness or a history of seizures.
Riders will swing up and out to heights of 20 feet in balloon baskets
that ascend, rotate and tilt on a central axis. The restraint mechanism
is a shared seat belt securing at the waist. Riders must be able to sit
upright with control of upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be
able to brace with one functioning arm with sufficient lower extremity
length to be restrained by the belt. Riders must be able to enter/exit
the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders
with disabilities may enter the ride by way of the main entrance.

Fire Wagon Frenzy
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests under 36 inches may ride with a supervising companion.
Guests with a body length of at least 36 inches may ride
unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests who may suffer from a
fear of heights, vertigo, motion sickness or a history of seizures. Riders
will experience mild G-forces as the ride rotates vertically in both
clockwise and counter-clockwise directions. The restraint mechanism
is a shared lap bar securing at the waist. Riders must be able to sit
upright with control of upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be
able to brace and grasp the restraint with one natural, functioning arm
and hand with sufficient lower extremity length to be restrained by the
lap bar. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit
appropriate observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter the
ride by way of the main entrance.

FireFall
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 48 inches to ride. Not
recommended for guests who may suffer from a fear of heights,
vertigo, motion sickness or a history of seizures. Riders will
experience a high-speed launch, heights up to 85 feet, speeds of 50
mph and back-to-back positive and negative G-forces. The restraint
mechanism is a shoulder harness. Riders must be able to sit upright
with control of upper torso, head and neck. Riders must have one
natural, functioning arm with the ability to grasp the restraint and one
natural, functioning leg with sufficient length to be properly secured
by the restraint. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must
exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may
enter the ride by way of the main entrance.
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Fireman’s Flyer
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches, but no more
than 52 inches to ride. Riders will experience mild centrifugal forces
on a ride with single-person seats that swing outwardly as the entire
ride rotates. The restraint mechanism is a restraining bar. Riders must
have sufficient lower extremity length to straddle the chain. Riders
must be able to sit upright with control of their upper torso, head and
neck. Riders must be able to brace with one functioning arm. Riders
must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate
observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter the ride by way
of the main entrance.

Lucky’s Dizzy Dogs
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests under 36 inches may ride with a supervising companion.
Guests with a body length of at least 36 inches may ride
unaccompanied. Riders will experience a revolving ride in vehicles
mounted on arms which quickly ascend and descend as the entire ride
rotates on a central axis. The restraint mechanism is a seatbelt. Riders
must have sufficient lower body length to be restrained by the lap belt.
Riders must be able to sit upright with appropriate weight distribution
with control of upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be able to
brace with one functioning arm to hold onto the handgrips, and one
leg. Riders may have two amputated legs as long as amputations are
below the knee. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must
exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter
the ride by way of the main entrance.

Station No. 3 – FireHouse Play Place and
FireHouse Splash Yard
Guests under the age of 5 may participate with a companion. Not
recommended for guests who may suffer from a fear of heights.
Guests will experience numerous steps, heights, bouncing, varied
walking surfaces and loud noises. Guests may get wet in FireHouse
Splash Yard area. Certain areas of this attraction are not accessible to
guests utilizing a stroller, wheelchair or ECV.

Up The Ladder
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests under 36 inches may ride with a supervising companion.
Guests with a body length of at least 36 inches may ride
unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests who may suffer from a
fear of heights, vertigo, motion sickness or a history of seizures. Riders
will experience heights up to 25 feet as the ride ascends the tower and
then bounces up and down while descending. The restraint mechanism
is a shoulder harness. Riders must be able to sit upright with control of
upper torso, head and neck. Riders with a single amputation above the
knee must have one natural, functioning leg to be properly secured by
the restraint and the ability to grasp the restraint with two functioning
hands. Riders with a single or double amputation below the knee must
be able to grasp the restraint with two functioning hands. Riders must
be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate observed
conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter the ride by way of the main
entrance.
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THE GRAND EXPOSITION
Electro Spin
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 48 inches to ride. Not
recommended for guests under the age of 7 or guests who may
suffer from a fear of heights, vertigo, motion sickness or a history
of seizures. Riders will experience heights up to 50 feet as they sit
facing outward with their chests against a padded panel on a disk
vehicle. The ride rotates and travels at high speeds along a u-shaped
track. The restraint mechanism is a padded bar that rests against the
lower back. Riders must be able to sit upright with appropriate weight
distribution with control of upper torso, head and neck. Riders must
be able to brace with one functioning arm. Riders must have sufficient
lower body length to be properly restrained by the back restraint.
Guests must have the ability to straddle the seat and sufficient lower
limb length to utilize the pads on either side of the seat. Riders with
double leg amputations must be able to hold on with two functioning
arms. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit
appropriate observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter the
ride by way of the main entrance.

Elephant March
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches to ride with
a supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 48
inches may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests
under the age of 3 or guests who may suffer from a fear of heights,
vertigo or motion sickness. Riders will experience a revolving ride
in which individual ride vehicles ascend and descend under riders
control on arms attached to a rotating central axis. The restraint
mechanism is a seatbelt that secures at the waist. Riders must be
able to sit upright with control of upper torso, head and neck.
Riders must be able to brace with a minimum of two functioning
extremities. Riders must have sufficient lower body length to be
restrained by the belt. Amputation may be above the knee. Riders
must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate
observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter by way of the
main entrance.

The Grand Exposition Coaster
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches to ride with
a supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 42
inches may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests
under the age of 3 or guests who may suffer from motion sickness
or have a history of seizures. Riders will experience heights of
up to 20 feet, sharp turns and moderate drops at speeds up to
20 mph. The restraint mechanism is a shared lap bar. All riders
must have sufficient lower body length to be restrained by the lap
restraint. Riders must be able to sit upright with control of upper
torso, head and neck. Riders must be able to brace with one
functioning arm to hold onto the handgrips, and one leg. Riders
may have two amputated legs as long as amputations are below
the knee. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must
exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may
enter by way of the main entrance.
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Happy Frogs
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests under 36 inches may ride with a supervising companion.
Guests with a body length of at least 36 inches may ride
unaccompanied. Riders will experience a revolving ride in vehicles
mounted on arms which quickly ascend and descend as the entire ride
rotates on a central axis. The restraint mechanism is a seatbelt. Riders
must have sufficient lower body length to be restrained by the lap belt.
Riders must be able to sit upright with appropriate weight distribution
with control of upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be able to
brace with one functioning arm to hold onto the handgrips, and one
leg. Riders may have two amputated legs as long as amputations are
below the knee. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must
exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter
the ride by way of the main entrance.

The Ladybugs
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches, but no more
than 55 inches to ride. Riders will experience a revolving ride in
vehicles mounted on arms as the entire ride rotates on a central axis.
The restraint mechanism is a seatbelt. Riders must have sufficient lower
body length to be restrained by the lap belt. Riders must be able to sit
upright with appropriate weight distribution with control of upper torso,
head and neck. Riders must be able to brace with one functioning arm
onto the handgrips, and one leg. Riders must be able to enter/exit the
ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with
disabilities may enter the ride by way of the main entrance.

Magnificent Wave Carousel
Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches to ride with a
supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 48 inches
may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests under the age
of 7 or guests who may suffer from a fear of heights, vertigo, motion
sickness or a history of seizures. Riders will swing up and out to heights
of 40 feet on this stationary swing ride that ascends, rotates and tilts
on a central axis. The restraint mechanism is a restraining bar. Riders
must have sufficient lower body length to be restrained and straddle
the chain. Loading requires stepping up into and down out of the seat.
Riders must be able to sit upright with appropriate weight distribution
with control of their upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be able
to brace with one functioning arm. Riders must be able to enter/exit
the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with
disabilities may enter the ride by way of the exit gate.
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Racing Regatta
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches to ride with a
supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 48 inches
may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests under the
age of 3 or guests who may suffer from motion sickness or a history of
seizures. Riders will experience a revolving ride in which individual
ride vehicles ascend and descend along a track while the entire ride
rotates on a central axis. The restraint mechanism is a shared lap bar.
Riders must have sufficient lower extremity length to be restrained by
the lap restraint. Riders must be able to sit upright with appropriate
weight distribution and control of their upper torso, head and neck.
Riders must be able to brace with at least two functioning extremities
(one arm and one leg). Riders with two leg amputations may ride if
amputations are below the knee. Riders must be able to enter/exit the
ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with
disabilities may enter the ride by way of the main entrance.

Royal Tea Party
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches to ride with a
supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 42 inches
may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests under the
age of 3 or guests who may suffer from motion sickness or a history of
seizures. Riders will experience a revolving ride in vehicles which spin
freely on their axis under the control of the rider in vehicle groupings
which spin counterclockwise, while the entire ride spins in a clockwise
direction on a central axis. Riders must be able to sit upright with
appropriate weight distribution and control of their upper torso, head
and neck. Riders must be able to brace with at least two functioning
extremities (one arm and one leg OR two functioning hands as long as
the rider has a normal center of gravity and sufficient lower extremity
strength to maintain proper riding posture). Riders must be able to enter/
exit the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders
with disabilities may enter the ride by way of the main entrance.

Mighty Galleon
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches to ride with
a supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 48
inches may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests under
the age of 3 or guests who may suffer from a fear of heights, vertigo,
motion sickness or a history of seizures. Riders will experience heights
of up to 40 feet as the ride vehicle swings forward and backward in a
pendulum motion. The restraint mechanism is a shared lap bar. Riders
must be able to sit upright with appropriate weight distribution and
control of their upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be able to
brace with at least two functioning extremities (one arm and one leg
OR two functioning hands as long as the rider has a normal center of
gravity and sufficient lower extremity strength to maintain proper riding
posture). Riders must have the ability to hold on with one functioning
hand. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit
appropriate observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter the
ride by way of the main entrance.
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Wings of Wonder
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests under 36 inches may ride with a supervising companion.
Guests with a body length of at least 36 inches may ride
unaccompanied. This ride is not recommended for guests who may
suffer from a fear of heights, vertigo or motion sickness. Riders will
experience a revolving ride in vehicles mounted on arms which
ascend and descend under rider control. The restraint mechanism is
a seatbelt. Riders must have sufficient lower extremity length to be
restrained by the belt. Riders must be able to sit upright with control
of their upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be able to brace
with at least two functioning extremities and be able to hold onto
the handgrips. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders
must exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with disabilities
may enter the ride by way of the main entrance.
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HALF DOLLAR HOLLER
Hugo & Mary’s Carousel
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests under 42 inches may ride with a supervising companion.
Guests with a body length of at least 42 inches may ride
unaccompanied. Riders will experience mild centrifugal forces
on a revolving ride in which seats also move slowly up and down.
Stationary seating is available. Riders riding a carved animal must be
able to sit upright with control of their torso, head and neck, brace
with one functioning arm and straddle the animal. Riders riding
the stationary carriages must be able to sit upright with control of
their upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be able to enter/exit
the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders
may ride without meeting physical requirements if accompanied
by a supervising companion. The companion rider must meet the
requirements. Riders in wheelchairs or ECVs must transfer to an SDC
provided wheelchair to ride in the accessible carriage. Riders with
disabilities may enter the ride by way of the exit.

Treetop Trail
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests under 36 inches may participate with a supervising
companion. Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches,
but no more than 56 inches to participate. If body length is greater
than 56 inches the guest must be accompanied by someone under.
Not recommended for guests who may suffer from a fear of heights,
vertigo or difficulty with depth perception. Guests experience heights,
steps, soft and uneven surfaces, netting and climb structures within
four treehouse structures featuring interactive elements. Guests and
companions may bypass the net maze and net climb using the catwalk
and stairs. Guests must be able to maneuver themselves with limited
assistance to participate on the Net Maze and Net Climb. Guests must
be able to enter/exit the attraction. Guests must exhibit appropriate
observed conduct.
This attraction is not accessible to guests utilizing a wheelchair or
ECV. Service animals must be able to traverse the catwalk and stairs.
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THE GREAT BARN
At Wilson’s Farm
The GIANT Barn Swing
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 48 inches to ride. Not
recommended for guests under the age of 7 OR guests who may
suffer from a fear of heights, vertigo, motion sickness or a history
of seizures. Riders will experience a high-speed launch, heights of
75 feet, speeds of 45 mph and back-to-back positive and negative
G-forces. The restraint mechanism is a lap bar securing at the
waist. All riders must have sufficient lower body length to be
restrained by the lap restraint. Riders must be able to sit upright
with appropriate weight distribution. Riders must be able to control
their upper torso, neck and keep their head against the seat back.
Riders must be able to brace with one functioning arm to hold
onto the handgrips, and two functioning legs. Riders with two leg
amputations may ride if amputations are below the knee. Riders
with leg amputations above the knee are prohibited from riding.
Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit
appropriate observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter
the ride by way of the exit.

High-Low Silos
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 40 inches to ride with
a supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 48
inches may ride unaccompanied. Guests who exceed 80 inches
in body length are not permitted to ride. The maximum load
per seat is 198 pounds and 396 pounds per chair group. Each
chair group may only seat one adult and one child per ride. Not
recommended for guests under the age of 5 or guests who may
suffer from a fear of heights, vertigo or motion sickness. Riders will
experience heights of up to 25 feet and controlled vertical drops
on a tower that rotates slowly. The restraint mechanism is a lap bar
and seat belt securing at the waist. All riders must have sufficient
lower body length to be restrained by the lap restraint/belt. Riders
must be able to sit upright with control of their upper torso, head
and neck. Riders must be able to brace with two functioning legs.
Amputations below the knee are allowed. Riders must be able
to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate observed
conduct. To ascend or descend the tower, riders must be able to
grip and pull a vertical rope attached to the ride vehicle. Riders
with disabilities may enter the ride by way of the exit located in
front of the ride.
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Silver Dollar City

®

Ride Descriptions
American Plunge
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches to ride with
a supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 48
inches may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests under
the age of 3 or guests who may suffer from a fear of heights. Riders
will experience a steep 50-foot drop reaching speeds of 35 mph.
Seating on this ride requires that you step down into a wet boat and
straddle the seat. Riders must be able to sit upright with control of
their upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be able to brace with
a minimum of three functioning extremities (two natural functioning
hands with sufficient arm length to hold the handrails while seated
in the proper position and one leg OR two legs and one natural
functioning hand with sufficient arm length to hold the handrail
while seated in the proper position) at all times. Riders must be able
to enter/exit the ride. All Riders must exhibit appropriate observed
conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter the ride by way of the
special access ramp located on the left just past the covered entryway
leading towards WildFire®.

Fire-In-The-Hole
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches to ride with
a supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 48
inches may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests under
the age of 3 or guests who may suffer from a fear of heights, difficulty
with depth perception or have a history of seizures. Strobe lights and
other special effects, including water, are used on this ride. Riders
will experience a dark environment with sharp turns and sudden
drops. The restraint mechanism is a lap restraint securing at the waist.
All riders must have sufficient lower body length to be restrained by
the lap restraint. Riders must be able to sit upright with appropriate
weight distribution and control of their upper torso, head and neck.
Riders must be able to brace with one functioning arm. Riders with
two leg amputations may ride if amputations are below the knee.
Riders may have one amputation above the knee if the other leg
is a full leg. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must
exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may
enter the ride by way of the special access door to the left of the main
entrance.
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Flooded Mine
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests under 48 inches may ride with a supervising companion.
Guests with a body length of at least 48 inches may ride
unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests who have a history of
seizures. Special effects are used on this ride. Riders will experience
a dark ride with loud noises and flashing lights. Loading requires
negotiating stairs and stepping down into and up out of a boat. Riders
must have control of upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be able
to brace with a minimum of two functioning extremities (two legs OR
one arm and one leg OR two arms). Riders must have sufficient lower
body length to maintain a seated position on a backless seat. Riders
must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate
observed conduct. Riders may ride without meeting physical
requirements if accompanied by a supervising companion. The
companion rider must meet the requirements, in addition to being able
to brace with two functioning arms. Riders with disabilities may enter
by way of the exit located next to The Greatest Gift.

Frisco Silver Dollar Line Steam Train
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests under 48 inches may ride with a supervising companion.
Guests with a body length of at least 48 inches may ride unaccompanied. Riders will experience a slow moving train ride and show.
Riders using wheelchairs or ECVs must wait for the train conductor’s
assistance at the ride exit, located to the far right of the depot. Limited
seating is available on a first-come, first-served basis for those utilizing
a wheelchair (one wheelchair per train). Riders must be able to sit
upright with control of upper torso, head and neck. Riders must be
able to brace with at least two functioning extremities (one arm and
one leg). Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit
appropriate observed conduct. Riders may ride without meeting physical requirements if accompanied by a supervising companion. The
companion rider must be able to brace with two arms and two legs.
Riders utilizing an ECV may enter through the exit, but must transfer to
a bench seat in order to ride.

Grandfather’s Mansion
Guests under the age of 5 may participate with a companion. Not
recommended for guests who may suffer from vertigo or motion
sickness or who have a history of seizures. Guests will experience
slanting floors, steps, partial darkness and disorienting conditions. This
attraction is not accessible for guests utilizing a wheelchair or ECV.
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Lost River Of The Ozarks
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 36 inches to ride with
a supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 48
inches may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests
under the age of 3 or guests who have a history of seizures. Special
effects are used on this ride. Riders will experience numerous
twists, turns and drops. Sections of this ride are in the dark. All
guests must utilize a Velcro belt secured at the waist throughout the
ride. Loading and unloading requires negotiating stairs and stepping
down into and up out of a wet raft. Riders will get wet on this ride.
Riders must be able to sit upright with control of their upper torso,
head and neck. Riders must be able to brace with a minimum of
two functioning extremities (one functioning arm and must have
sufficient lower body length to be properly restrained by the lap
belt). Riders with two leg amputations may ride if amputations are
below the knee. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders
must be able to exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with
disabilities may enter the ride by way of the exit ramp.

Marvel Cave
Guests under the age of 8 may participate with a supervising
companion. Not recommended for guests who may suffer from a
fear of heights, visual impairment, difficulty with depth perception,
claustrophobia or have a history of seizures. Guests will experience
a one-hour walking tour which includes 700 steps and a difficult
climb to exit. There are wet, dimly lit walking surfaces, enclosed
spaces and narrow passages which require stooping, bending
and twisting. The exit is a 3-minute cable train ride. Loading and
unloading the train requires negotiating stairs, low overhead
clearance and varied walking surfaces. Guests must be able to
participate with limited assistance from companions. Guests must
be able to traverse uneven walkways and steps. Guests must be
able to maintain an upright and seated position with control of their
upper torso, head and neck while on cable train. Guests must be
able to brace and grip handrails with one functioning hand/arm. This
attraction is not accessible for guests utilizing wheelchairs or ECVs.
Special Lantern Light Tours are available for a fee on a limited basis.
Children under 8 are not permitted on Lantern Light Tours.
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Outlaw Run®
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must be 48 inches tall to ride. Not recommended for guests
under the age of 7 OR guests who may suffer from a fear of heights,
vertigo, motion sickness or a history of seizures. Photos are taken
on this ride producing a strobe light effect. Riders will experience a
162-foot drop, three inversions and speeds up to 68 mph. The restraint
mechanism is a lap bar securing at the waist with a shin bar that
restrains the legs above the riders feet. All riders must have a body
length of 48 inches. Riders must be able to sit upright with appropriate
weight distribution and control of their upper torso, head and neck.
Riders must be able to brace with one functioning hand and have two
full natural legs with feet. Riders with leg amputations are prohibited
from riding. Riders must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must
exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with casts are prohibited
from riding. Riders with disabilities may enter the ride by way of the
exit ramp.

PowderKeg®
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 42 inches to ride with a
supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 48 inches
may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests under the age
of 5 or guests who may suffer from a fear of heights, vertigo, motion
sickness or a history of seizures. Photos are taken on this ride producing
a strobe light effect. Riders will experience a high-speed launch, a 110foot drop and speeds up to 64 mph. The restraint mechanism is a lap bar
securing at the waist. All riders must have sufficient lower body length
to be restrained by the lap restraint. Riders must be able to sit upright
with appropriate weight distribution. Riders must be able to control their
upper torso, neck and keep their head against the seat back. Riders must
be able to brace with one functioning arm to hold onto the handgrips,
and two functioning legs. Riders with two leg amputations may ride if
amputations are below the knee. Riders with leg amputations above
the knee are prohibited from riding. Riders must be able to enter/exit
the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate observed conduct. Riders with
disabilities may enter the ride by way of the exit ramp.

Swinging Bridge
Guests under the age of 5 may participate with a companion.
Not recommended for guests who may suffer from motion sickness.
Guests will encounter heights, bouncing and varied walking and
disorienting conditions. This attraction is not accessible to guests
utilizing wheelchairs and ECVs.
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Thunderation
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 42 inches to ride with
a supervising companion. Guests with a body length of at least 48
inches may ride unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests
under the age of 5 or guests who may suffer from a fear of heights,
vertigo, motion sickness or a history of seizures. Pregnant guests
are not permitted to ride. Riders will experience heights up to 80
feet, sharp turns and drops, sudden stops and speeds up to 50
mph. The restraint mechanism is a lap bar securing at the waist.
All riders must have sufficient lower body length to be restrained
by the lap restraint. Riders must be able to sit upright with
appropriate weight distribution and control of their upper torso,
head and neck. Riders must be able to brace with one functioning
arm to hold onto the handgrips. Riders with two leg amputations
may ride if amputations are below the knee. Riders may have one
amputation above the knee if the other leg is a full leg. Riders
must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate
observed conduct. Riders with disabilities may enter the ride by
way of the exit ramp.

Tom & Huck’s RiverBlast
Guests under 48 inches may ride with a supervising companion.
Guests with a body length of at least 48 inches may ride
unaccompanied. Not recommended for guests who may suffer
from motion sickness or have a history of seizures. Riders will
experience front-to-back and back-to-front forces in a free floating
boat that travels slowly through a channel. All riders will get very
wet. Riders must be able to sit upright, back against the seat and
have control of their upper torso, head and neck. Riders must
be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate
observed conduct. Riders may ride without meeting physical
requirements if accompanied by a supervising companion. The
companion must meet the requirement age, including being able
to brace with two functioning arms and legs. Riders must be able
to grip and turn the firing mechanism to aim and shoot the water
cannon. Riders in wheelchairs or ECVs must transfer to an SDC
provided wheelchair. The combined weight of the wheelchair and
occupant cannot exceed 600 pounds. Riders with disabilities may
enter the ride by way of the main entrance and follow signage to
the boarding area for riders with disabilities.
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WildFire®
ABLE TO
ENTER/EXIT

Guests must have a body length of at least 52 inches to ride. Not
recommended for guests under the age of 9 or guests who may
suffer from a fear of heights, vertigo, motion sickness or a history
of seizures. Pregnant guests are not permitted to ride. Photos
are taken on this ride producing a strobe light effect. Riders will
experience a 155-foot drop, five inversions and speeds up to 66
mph. The restraint mechanism is a shoulder harness. Riders must
have the ability to exhibit independent seated postural control
under dynamic conditions, and hold their head up and against
the headrest throughout the ride. Riders must be able to brace
with a minimum of two functioning extremities. Riders with two
amputated legs (amputations below the knee are allowed) may ride
provided they have the ability to hold on with two hands. Riders
with a missing arm can ride, provided they have the ability to
hold on with one hand and to brace self with two full legs. Riders
must be able to enter/exit the ride. Riders must exhibit appropriate
observed conduct. Riders wearing arm or leg casts shall not ride.
Riders with chest dimensions of 52 inches or greater may not
be permitted to ride. Due to restraint configuration riders with
disabilities may enter the ride by way of the exit ramp, located on
the observation deck.
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